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. The “Father Carvelis” reference is most likely a mashup of 
“Father Karras” from The Exorcist and the Carvel ice cream franchise. 
Tim tells the others that the demon is possessing his child because 
it sensed his faith has been weak ever since he left the priesthood. 

. Soap, in its seeming quest to keep both left and right howling for 
blood, caps off several episodes that taught Danny and Burt (and 
America) that yes, there are indeed lesbians out there, by throwing 
Jodie and Alice together as a couple. 

Best Friend Benson. Benson braves the creepy Sunnies office 
and their patronizing black/white speech to make sure Billy isn’t 
being dragged into their control. Yet, when Billy defensively sug-
gests Lisa likes him for himself, Benson doesn’t belabor the point. 
After this, Benson volunteers to help Tim take on the devil baby, 
even if his bravery appears to desert him at the last minute.

Bad Baby!
There are two story lines for which Soap seems to be remembered 
more than any other; these also happen to be the two Susan Harris 
regrets the most: Burt’s extraterrestrial encounter, and Tim and 
Corinne’s possessed baby. While Harris concedes that she and Stu 

Silver were able to put the former setup to some interesting 
uses, she offers no such mitigation for that baby from hell.

“That’s the one thing I wouldn’t have done,” she says. “That 
was silly; that was just ridiculous.” She chuckles. “That 
crib.”

Yet the devil baby’s mama isn’t nearly so hard on the tike. 

“My favorite story line was having the devil baby,” Diana 
Canova says. Upon learning that Harris was less than 
thrilled with it, she says, “Really? She feels that way? Now 
that I think of it, yeah, I remember something like that. 
That it might be crossing a line somehow. 

"I have to tell you, we had so much fun with that story line, though. 
The great thing about every story line she wrote was that it was so 
spot on and so smart. More importantly, it was clever and biting, 
but hugely sincere. That was why people loved us. Is there anything 

sillier than Burt waving his hands and thinking he was invisible? 
But he was so genuine and sincere about it that you loved him and 
people waited for Burt to do his thing.”

In keeping with Tim Flotsky’s feelings about Corinne getting 
pregnant four months before they ever were a couple, Sal Viscuso 
says simply, “I hated the possessed baby. That’s all, I don’t want to 
embellish it, I hate it.”

Explains Harris, “There were some choices that were made that 
when we look back, even right after we made those choices, we re-
alized they weren’t the best ones to make. You’ve already mentioned 
two of them—the exorcism was kind of a low point in the show. 
And the aliens. Basically we wanted to keep it as real as we could. 
Even with Burt’s invisibility, it made some sense. But the exorcism 
was just too much, I think.” 

Yet some understandably concentrate on the fun that was had 
behind the scenes during the filming of these few magic moments. 
Marsha Posner reveals that the wife of Arthur Peterson (The Major) 
“had a very special talent: she could cry like a baby. She would put 
a handkerchief up to her mouth and would make these sounds that 
you swore were made by a baby. So when Corinne had the baby that 
turned out to be possessed, any time that you heard the baby cry, 
that was Arthur’s wife.”

Soap only strayed from 
reality twice: once for 
Burt's alien-abduction 
experience. And then 
there was that baby...

 That was 
silly; that was just 
ridiculous.” She 
chuckles. “That crib.”
—SUSAN HARRIS on the 
possessed baby story line


